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Abstract
Using technology when teaching or to support learning is becoming more common place. This perspective discusses the use of technology in our teaching by considering it from the viewpoint of what we need to support our curricula, investigating how technology can help. Nine approaches that have become popular in recent years are outlined with particular emphasis on curriculum delivery problems that they could address, and some recent literature examples of where they have been used. The integration of technology argued for is considered under the umbrella of cognitive load theory, and arising out of this, an approach of how we might progress the use of technology in our teaching is suggested.
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Introduction
How and why do we use technology in our teaching? Institutional directives for urging inclusion of “e-learning” in our curricula have led many educators to post notes and/or resources on their institutionally hosted virtual learning environments. Others have blazed a trail using a wide variety of approaches to include technology in their teaching. Thus we have arrived at a situation in which a wide range of applications of technology is in use, accompanied by a considerable literature which, more often than not, argues in favour of a given technological approach. Hence, it can be a difficult
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area for an educator to isolate which particular technological innovation might prove useful to them in their own module.

The rationale behind this perspective is underpinned by two important studies. The first is a survey of US university physics lecturers on their use of “research based instructional strategies” in their teaching (Henderson et al. 2012). This examined lecturer awareness of strategies studied and disseminated in the literature which were considered to work well in a teaching setting. For example, one aspect was a focus on the use of clickers in physics. Henderson et al. (2012) found that most staff knew about clickers, and a significant proportion had tried them out, but that the number who kept up their usage plummeted after the first attempt. The main reasons for this were determined to be the fact that clickers did not live up to their promise and that their implementation was not straightforward as had been promised by whoever promoted it to the lecturer in the first place—it didn’t do what it said on the tin. The same researchers found a similar situation in respect of clicker use with regard to chemical engineering lecturers (Prince et al. in press).

The second is a very valuable study of chemistry students’ perceptions of their university education conducted by the HEA Physical Sciences Centre (Higher Education Academy 2008) on their perceptions of their university education. When asked about “e-learning”, students reported that it was the least effective and least enjoyable teaching method. A similar result was derived from institutional use of virtual learning environments across several institutions in Ireland.

These studies indicate that many lecturers are willing to try and include “e-learning” in their teaching, but after trying once, opt not to do so again; and many students feel that e-learning is not an important or enjoyable part of their learning experience. The counter argument to the Luddites nodding smugly at this juncture is to say that these conclusions most likely arise out of a misunderstanding of what technology in chemistry education can actually deliver. We can take some comfort in the knowledge that technology has not yet been able to replace our central role as educators. However, there is potential for it to help us in our job. This perspective aims to address the questions of how and why we use technology in our teaching by considering a range of technological approaches used in the context of their applicability in the teaching of chemistry (or, indeed, of any discipline). Rather than taking a technology-centred approach such as “I want to podcast, where can I use it?”, it asks how technology can be used in our teaching: “I have a large amount of feedback to give: how can technology help?”

**Cognitive Load Theory**

The use of technology in our teaching may be considered in the context of cognitive load theory (CLT) which describes how we acquire, process and retain new information. Proponents of CLT argue that its application in learning design results in more effective learning, and improved retention of information in the long term memory, so that such information can be recalled when required in a given context. The theory distinguishes three types of cognitive load (Sweller 2008, Ayres & Paas 2009):

1. **Intrinsic load**, which is caused by the complexity of the material and depends on the learner’s understanding (prior knowledge) of the subject.
2. **Extraneous load**, which depends on the quality or nature of the instructional materials. Poor materials or those that require a large amount of working memory to process will increase the load and leave little capacity for learning.
3. **Germane load**, which is the mental effort required for learning. Because of the limited capacity of the working memory, germane load (the extent of learning) is dependent on the extent of the extraneous load, and also on the material and expertise of the learner – the intrinsic load. An expert on a topic is able to draw on prior knowledge, and release working memory capacity for germane load processing.

The mechanism of information processing was summarised succinctly by Mayer for the purposes of multimedia learning. This is similar in many respects to the information processing model familiar to many science educators through the work of Alex Johnstone (Johnstone 1997, Johnstone et al. 1994). Mayer’s model is shown in Figure 1 (Mayer 2005, Clarke & Mayer 2008).

Information is presented to users in the form of words and pictures (there are other channels too, but these are the most pertinent to e-learning). The user senses these and some of this is processed in the working memory, which can hold and process only some information at any time. If this material can be related to existing prior knowledge, it is integrated with it, and effective learning occurs – the new experiences and information are stored in the long-term memory. In this work, CLT is used as a basis for integrating technology into chemistry education as outlined in the sections below.

**Using Technology in our Teaching**

This perspective does not aim to be a comprehensive analysis of all reports relevant to the topics listed. For those interested, individual reviews on several topics are highlighted throughout. Instead, a selection of
reports from well-grounded studies is used to indicate application of technology in particular settings. The target audience are those who are considering how technology might help in their teaching, but are perhaps overwhelmed by the variety of generally very positive, often technology-led reports available; as well as those who currently integrate technology into their teaching but wish to formalise the integration from a curriculum design perspective.

The terms "e-learning" and "blended learning" are so over-used that their definition is unclear. The main emphasis is on how we can include technology in our curriculum delivery so as to assist us in our lecture hall and laboratory teaching. The blending of online materials with in-class delivery is what is meant by blended learning in this context. The term “e-learning” is reserved for teaching that is predominantly or entirely online—for example an online module which students study at a distance from the university.

In considering our curriculum delivery in chemistry, our students mostly come to lectures, laboratories, and complete tutorials/workshops. Table 1 indicates some opportunities for incorporating technology into teaching to address common issues. These opportunities are the basis of the remainder of this article.

### Pre-Lecture Activities

Chemistry lectures can present a significant amount of content with new information being represented in multiple ways (symbolic, molecular, macroscopic) (Johnstone 2000, Taber 2013). The amount of new information may overwhelm novice learners, so that they disengage or just consider the topics at a superficial level. In terms of cognitive load theory (CLT), described above, these situations impose a high intrinsic load on novice learners (those with little prior knowledge to call upon). A strategy to increase the capacity available for
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**Table 1** Opportunities for incorporating technology into teaching

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Curriculum delivery component causing a problem</th>
<th>Example of technology that can be used to address problem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>There is much new information to be delivered in lectures. No time in lecture to stop and discuss</td>
<td>Online pre-lecture/lab activities can present some or all of the material before a lecture allowing lecture time to be devoted to more in-depth discussion/interaction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lecturer wishes to gauge whether students understand a topic in any given lecture</td>
<td>Clickers are widely used to examine student understandings at a given moment in a lecture.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students find basic problem solving strategies difficult</td>
<td>Worked examples can allow students to learn how to approach problems of progressive difficulty. Simulations can be incorporated to allow students to test their own understanding.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group work difficult to mark/assess. Students complain that not everyone does their fair share</td>
<td>Wikis (online document editing spaces) provide a means for all students in a group to work on a joint project. Each amendment is logged, so the traceability is very clear to all students and lecturer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students come unprepared to tutorials which end up being another lecture covering questions</td>
<td>Discussion boards allow for tutorial questions to be discussed in advance, with more complex problems left to the tutorial.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time required to develop innovative MCQs for online quizzes</td>
<td>Use student generated Peer Assessment on the PeerWise Platform.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lecturer has much feedback to give, but common problems are apparent</td>
<td>Screencasts can be used to work through common problems found in assessments.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
germane load is to introduce some or all of the material in advance of lectures, and require students to complete some pre-lecture activities.

These activities can take the form of webpages, videos, or interactive tasks. Inclusion of quizzes or other interactive elements allows the student to gauge their understanding of a topic and enables inclusion of an assessment element that can be logged on the virtual learning environment (VLE). The latter element can be used as an incentive to encourage students to complete the activities prior to class. The concept of pre-lecture activities for chemistry in the context of cognitive load has been described by Sirhan et al. (1999), and the design of the e-resources and their inclusion into an introductory chemistry module is discussed by Seery & Donnelly (2012). These studies determined that students’ exam performance improved with the implementation of pre-lecture activities, a fact attributed to the reduced in-lecture cognitive load. The use of pre-lecture activities for both introducing and covering lecture topics is described in detail in Seery (2012).

Pre-Laboratory Activities

Pre-lab work is a much more familiar concept to chemists. By asking students to complete pre-lab exercises, we aim to help them better understand the theory underpinning a laboratory activity. It is, however, generally accepted that student learning in the laboratory is problematic (Hofstein & Lunetta 2004, Bennett et al. 2009). As discussed for pre-lecture activities, laboratories can also impose significant cognitive overload on students as they are expected to understand the theory, perhaps use unfamiliar equipment, and follow a procedure. In this situation, a student may resort to simply coping with what they can process, and follow the list of instructions in their manual (Sweller 1988, Johnstone 1997a). Lecturers often report that students don’t know what they are doing in the laboratory, and just “follow the procedure”. While used more extensively than pre-lecture activities, pre-laboratory activities need some careful thought as to their purpose. A common strategy is to present information on how to complete a specific task: use an instrument, operate a vacuum line, etc. A study by Winberg & Berg (2007) demonstrated that pre-lab activity was more valuable if it focused instead on non-numeric theory underpinning the laboratory. By avoiding a numeric activity, students were required to understand the conceptual basis of the lab, rather than completing a task-oriented exercise to get the right answer. In addition, their work purposefully avoided “how-to” components in their pre-lab work, as they felt that these were better delivered in the lab, as required (van Merrienboer et al. 2003). In terms of cognitive load theory, the strategy here was to allow students to develop a conceptual understanding of the laboratory activity, so that the intrinsic load was reduced in the lab class, allowing them to concentrate on the experimental aspects of the work.

Clickers

The use of personal response systems, or clickers, is a well-known strategy for aiming to engage students, especially in large lecture rooms. They have been much more embedded into physics instruction, probably due to the efforts of Eric Mazur and perhaps also to the nature of physics teaching at introductory level (Mazur 1997). Chemists have been slower to adopt clickers (MacArthur 2013). A perspective as recent as 2008 had difficulty finding reports of their use in chemistry lecture rooms (MacArthur & Jones 2008), but the intervening years have seen an increase both in their use and in the types of activities in which they are used.

At their simplest, clickers can be employed to gauge class understanding of a concept by polling students via a multiple choice question, and numerous studies have reported this approach to be beneficial. An interesting example of this type is polling students to identify which they found to be the most difficult topic in a lecture (King 2008).
The approach is not limited to first year students; Sevian & Robinson (2011) argue that the use of clickers is feasible across all levels and sizes of chemistry classes. An additional element to simple polling is proposed by Wagner (2009). This involves asking students to predict an outcome and re-polling following a subsequent discussion. This approach probably best mirrors the “peer instruction” model proposed by Mazur for physics. Another aspect of simple polling is to use two-stage questioning such as that developed by Chandrasegaran et al. (2007) where students are asked to respond to a question, and then asked which reason best matches why they chose that particular answer. This approach is especially useful for identifying misconceptions. As technology has developed, so the boundaries of what clickers can be used for have been pushed back. Both Ruder & Straumanis (2009) and Flynn (2011) probe students’ understandings of organic chemistry mechanisms using number sequence entry on clickers, whereby students have, for example, to enter in the sequence of events that occur in a given reaction mechanism. More recent work by Ryan (2013) describes the use of clickers in enabling peer debate and student-centred discussion in the context of how to address chemistry-specific learning outcomes; their use has also been found to enhance student retention (Gebru et al. 2012).

Worked Examples

Cognitive load theory is also the basis for incorporating worked examples into chemistry teaching. Even for simple algorithmic type problems, the solution involves applying a series of steps. Novice learners may not be capable of working through these steps, and so approach problem solving at a surface level – for example by memorising equations. When they are subsequently asked to address more open-ended problems, or problems based in a different context, they struggle to adapt. Worked examples provide a mechanism for learners to think through and complete the necessary steps to arrive at a solution (Mwangi & Sweller 1998). The target is that students familiarise themselves with an approach to solving problems. If a series of worked examples is provided to students, with each iteration removing one step in the process (called ‘fading’), the student will eventually develop mastery in solving the problem in a step-wise manner, a process that can be easily facilitated by technology. Crippen & Brooks (2009) provide a detailed overview of worked examples in chemistry in the context of cognitive theory.

Several instances of the use of worked examples are available. Crippen & Earl (2007) describe the use of worked examples and self-explanation prompts in a web-based system to improve problem solving capacity in chemistry. The approach involves providing a weekly quiz to students that matches their lecture content, along with three related worked examples. The concept of fading was described by Behmke & Atwood (2013). In this study, a series of worked examples was provided, with each one removing a step from the end of the process. The final iteration was the quiz question itself. The study showed that those students who were exposed to the fading approach out-performed those who were not provided with worked examples, as well asout-performing in subsequent tests. The authors conclude: “though there exists a large time commitment in producing CLT based homework problems, this study suggests that the reward, in terms of student performance, is well worth the investment.”

Simulations

While worked examples can be used for more advanced problem solving, there may be several ways to approach a problem. The step-by-step approach may be over-simplistic, or even hinder students’ own understanding (this is known in cognitive load theory as the expertise-reversal effect). Simulations offer an alternative to students working through a process so as to develop their own understanding of how it works or how to apply it to a different context. Simulations designed with cognitive load theory in mind allow students to develop their understanding of increasingly complex scenarios in a step-wise manner. Rosenthal & Sanger (2013) found that students who watched a simple animation followed by a more complex animation representing redox reactions were better able to explain what they had viewed in the more complex one, because of their prior exposure to the simplified one. This result has a wide applicability in the use of simulations in our teaching: providing students with simulations should be done with care so as to select iterations of appropriate complexity to introduce one or two key concepts with each iteration. Avramiotis & Tsaparlis (2013) examined the effect of using simulations on problem solving ability. They noted that including simulations prior to a laboratory activity was an effective way to enhance problem solving ability. Furthermore, these types of simulation assisted students in guided inquiry exercises without the need for instructor facilitation (Moore et al. 2013).

Wikis

Wikis are online document editing spaces that can be made available to one person, a group of people, or open to the world. They can be as simple as one page, or can be a series of pages and sub-pages, with files and folders. Wikis are relatively
new in the area of science education, but are increasingly being used in the workplace for document development. To date, reports of their use in education have mostly been restricted to teacher training (Shwartz & Katchevitch 2013), although there have been some pilot studies on their use in several UK and Irish institutions (Seery & Mc Donnell 2012).

The great advantage of wikis from a lecturer’s perspective is traceability. With group work, a problem is often that individual contributions can be difficult to quantify, a situation that can lead to friction between group members, if it is perceived by students that other group members are not doing their fair share (Jacques 2000). Using a wiki, each contribution or amendment to the finished document is logged, so both students and lecturers can see who added what, and when. In recent pilot studies involving eight universities across the UK and Ireland, wikis were used as part of a context and problem-based learning module (Seery & Mc Donnell 2012). Some conclusions drawn from this study were that participating lecturers found that wikis were a useful tool for organising group work and providing on-going feedback as students logged their work on the wiki, but that technical support was required initially (perhaps from institutional learning technologists) in setting up the wiki. Students in the pilot study overwhelmingly preferred using wikis to a paper based system, although there was some reluctance to edit other group members’ work. This is an issue that needs to be discussed at induction stage, and it is an important aspect of genuine collaborative (as opposed to cooperative) group work. A guide to using wikis with some examples of feedback comments, suggestions for structuring wikis for group work, and prompts for student activity is available as part of the resources from the pilot (Royal Society of Chemistry 2012). Wikis are available in most virtual learning environments; the website www.pbworks.com provides a free platform for educational use.

**Discussion Boards**

Discussion boards are similar to wikis in that they are interactive online spaces. Their structure is similar to a noticeboard, on which someone posts a note, and other people post up replies. Despite their prevalence in all virtual learning environments, their usage usually remains restricted to supporting modules that are delivered entirely online (Dori & Barak 2003, Seery 2012a). There are several reports on the use of discussion boards in chemistry education in a blended learning context. As early as 1999, Paulishe & Polik described their use of discussion boards to supplement classroom material. For introductory classes, they used these as a distribution point for course materials, a place to discuss homework topics and the sharing of results of in-class activities. For advanced classes, they used the boards for activities such as student based discussions on homework topics, student created homework keys and sharing of laboratory data (Paulishe & Polik 1999). One advantage the authors found was that time spent in answering queries on the discussion board was easily offset in dealing with individual student queries in person or by email, and often encouraged questions from students who would not ask questions in person. A common issue with the concept of including discussion boards to support in-class teaching is that students are initially reluctant to use them. Markwell (2005) reports on lessons he learned from the use of discussion boards over six years in an undergraduate biochemistry course. These include: (i) timely responses and feedback to questions posed; (ii) creating an environment where students feel comfortable (including allowing anonymous posting); (iii) setting an example by posting sample queries and responses; and (iv) setting etiquette boundaries early on as required, including personal professionalism. An important point noted by Markwell is that “lurking” – viewing a discussion board without posting – is also an effective way for students to learn. The ability of students to focus on one particular task or topic at a time on the discussion board also resonates with effective application of technology in the context of cognitive load theory. Methods for moderating discussion boards are discussed in detail by Salmon (2004) and some useful concepts for considering the quality of moderator interactions are outlined by Angeli et al. (2003).

**Screencasting**

A screencast is an audio-visual presentation of lecture notes and/or lecturer made available online. Of all education technologies, it has seen a large uptake with lecturers commonly uploading videos to their own virtual learning environment, YouTube, and iTunesU. The use of videos in chemistry education can be traced back to 1957 (Blonder et al. 2013). Such is the extent of the use of screencasting, it is useful to discuss the different approaches taken. In a review of podcasting (audio only files), McGarr categorised podcasts into one of three categories: substitutional, supplemental, and student generated; the first two categories are used here (McGarr 2009). Substitutional screencasts are those which replicate the lecture experience—for example a lecture capture. These offer students the opportunity to revisit a lecture or catch up on a missed lecture. In that sense they are popular with students, but anecdotal evidence...
tends to show that they are used to revisit particular topics of difficulty within a lecture. Supplemental screencasts are those that capitalise on this. They are bespoke videos made to cover a particular topic that students may find difficult, or may be needed to prepare for a forthcoming topic. They can include quizzes or interactivity which can link into the VLE gradebook, both to provide immediate feedback and the motivation of assessment. Several examples of these developed as part of an HEA project are available at the website www.chemistryvignettes.com. A full description of the development of screencasts for chemistry educators is outlined by Read & Lancaster (2012). An approach to structuring substitutional and supplemental podcasts, and by extension screencasts, for chemistry educators is also available (Seery 2012b).

As well as providing short summaries of topics, screencasting has also been shown to be an effective way to provide feedback on student work. Haxton & McGarvey describe their use of tablet computers to annotate student work, recording their audio as they do so. The student receives a video file for feedback, which is a presentation of the lecturer going through their assignment and making comments and suggestions (Haxton & McGarvey 2011).

**Student Generated Assessment**

One issue that arises in the development of online quizzes is the time required to develop suitable questions for a given topic. Textbook questions from the large publishing houses are now routinely available on answer websites (e.g. Yahoo Answers), so after a quick search, students will easily be able to find the answer to these questions. An emerging approach is to allow students to develop questions themselves, and a platform to enable this is Peerwise, a freely available online tool (http://peerwise.cs.auckland.ac.nz/). This approach allows students to develop and upload their own multiple choice questions and comment on and rate questions uploaded by their peers. A full description of how to guide students through the process of developing and evaluating questions is available, along with a worksheet for use in an introductory session (Bates & Galloway 2013).

Recent reports on Peerwise are available for biochemistry (Bottomley & Denny 2011) and organic chemistry (Ryan 2013). In both cases, the authors found that students participated eagerly, producing high quality questions. Students took responsibility for their own progress, using the platform to engage with peers to create questions with which they were having difficulty. All authors consider that the skills involved in developing questions and evaluating the questions of others promote higher order thinking skills.

**Integrating Technology into Curriculum Design**

Armed with a list of resources on how to include technology in teaching, the next stage is to consider what to use and, more importantly, why to use it. Unfortunately this is not a straightforward task. The lecturer needs to wear many hats: technological knowledge to develop the resources; pedagogic knowledge to appreciate how it fits into curriculum delivery; and content knowledge to actually develop the material (Blonder et al. 2013). An approach for lecturers can be to ask the question: what problem or issue do I want a chosen technology intervention to achieve? In answering this, they will address the content they wish to deliver (content knowledge), the problems or limitations with the current mode of delivery, how an alternative might help students learn more effectively (pedagogic knowledge) and what technology they need to use or develop to deliver this intervention (technological knowledge). This reasoning also leads to the developed resource having a sense of value in the curriculum delivery: it is there for a specific pre-determined purpose, and therefore is valued by the lecturer, and likely to be promoted in a way that will demonstrate its importance to students. Contrast this with a too common scenario whereby a statement such as “the notes are on the VLE” is made as an aside in a lecture. This simply places the notes in a location, with little indication as to why or how students should engage with them. Adding value to a resource by genuinely blending it into lecture delivery will mean that what students are meant to do with a resource, and how it fits into their learning in a module, will be clearer to all.

The “flipped lecture” is an emerging trend that is proving popular. The essential concept is that what takes place in the lecture and what takes place outside the lecture are flipped or inverted. Students watch the lecture prior to class time, and complete problem solving and discussion in the lecture time. Grounded in cognitive load theory, it harnesses many aspects of the technological innovations discussed above. It presents material before a lecture, so that students can go through this in their own time at their own pace. The time in the lecture hall is then dedicated to working through problems and developing an understanding of the topic.

Perhaps the attractiveness of the “flipped” model is that it provides a template for how we can use an array of technologies in our teaching, scheduling when we provide different technical supports. It can be a useful exercise to consider the delivery of a module component and sketch in what resources you think are required to support it. An example
is shown, to illustrate the concept. This is merely to suggest what resources could be included at different points in the delivery; it is unlikely that any one module component would use all of these resources at one time!

**Conclusion**

This perspective opened by citing reports that suggest lecturers and students are under-whelmed by the use of e-learning in the teaching of chemistry. It is proposed that to enhance the effectiveness of technological interventions, we must individually decide in our own modules what problems or issues we wish to overcome, and how we intend to harness technology to address the delivery of content so that it will be of value to all concerned. The time taken to develop these resources should not be underestimated, but with careful thought about how they will support in-lecture teaching, it is more likely that they will be effective, reusable resources that the lecturer can use for many years to come.
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